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Abstract

Background: Patients with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) tend to over-

generalize threat to safe stimuli, potentially reflecting aberrant stimuli discrimination.

Yet, it is not clear whether threat overgeneralization reflects general discrimination

deficits, or rather a specific bias related to aversive stimuli. Here we tested this

question and characterized the neural correlates of threat discrimination.

Methods: One‐hundred and eight participants (33 PTSD; 43 trauma‐exposed

controls; 32 healthy controls) completed an emotionally neutral complex shape

discrimination task involving identifying in 42 similar pairs the previously observed

shape; and an emotionally aversive discrimination task, involving providing risk

ratings for an aversive conditioned stimulus (CS+), and for several stimuli gradually

differing in size from the original CS+. Resting state functional connectivity (rsFC)

was collected before completing the tasks.

Results: No group differences emerged on the emotionally neutral task. Conversely,

on the emotionally aversive task, individuals with PTSD had steeper linear risk rating

slopes as the stimuli more resembled the conditioned stimulus. Finally, lower rsFC of

amygdala‐default mode network (DMN) and DMN‐salience network (SN) were

associated with steeper risk slopes, while for hippocampus‐SN, lower rsFC was

found only among participants with PTSD.
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Conclusions: Individuals with PTSD show deficits in discrimination only when

presented with aversive stimuli. Dysregulated discrimination pattern may relate to a

lack of input from regulatory brain areas (e.g., DMN/hippocampus) to threat‐related

brain areas (e.g., SN/amygdala).

K E YWORD S

fMRI, learning, PTSD, stimuli discrimination, threat

1 | INTRODUCTION

Learning to discriminate between threatening and nonthreatening

stimuli in the environment is an important adaptive feature for

survival across species (LeDoux, 2014). This discrimination process is

typically studied by comparing reactions to an aversively reinforced

conditioned stimulus (CS+) to a nonreinforced, neutral, and hence

benign stimulus (CS−). Aberrant discrimination processes have long

been attributed to fear‐related psychopathologies, including, among

others, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD; Lissek & Grillon, 2012).

Specifically, patients with PTSD tend to display fear‐related

responses towards both the CS+ and CS−, suggesting deficits in

stimulus discrimination (Duits et al., 2015; Jovanovic et al., 2012).

Recently, research has more closely examined discrimination

deficits via threat overgeneralization—threat‐related reactions to

stimuli that resemble the original aversive cue, or its ancillary details,

when no actual danger exists (Dunsmoor & Paz, 2015; Lissek

et al., 2010, 2014; Lopresto et al., 2016; Morey et al., 2020). To

study this phenomenon experimentally, several benign stimuli,

resembling the CS+ at different degrees, are presented to partici-

pants while their reactivity is assessed. The steepness of the

emerging gradient (i.e., from the stimulus most resembling the CS+

to the stimulus least resembling it) is then computed and used to

estimate levels of threat generalization (Lissek et al., 2008), with

steeper gradients representing better discrimination. Indeed, in

PTSD, this generalization gradient has been shown to be less steep

compared to non‐PTSD trauma‐exposed counterparts (Kaczkurkin

et al., 2017; Thome et al., 2018), reflecting a stronger generalization

of the conditioned threat response to safe stimuli resembling the CS

+. However, whether this threat overgeneralization reflects a general

deficit in discrimination between different stimuli, or rather a more

specific aberration related to aversive stimuli only, remains unclear

(Bernstein et al., 2020).

Exploring possible brain activation patterns involved in discrimi-

nation in general, research has implicated several important brain

regions using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). First,

default mode network (DMN)‐related brain regions, such as the

anterior hippocampal and ventromedial PFC (vmPFC), have been

suggested to play a role in pattern separation and discrimination

between threat and safety cues (Fullana et al., 2016; Lissek

et al., 2014; Marstaller et al., 2017). Second, threat overgeneraliza-

tion has been specifically attributed to higher activity in the salience

network (SN) and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC; Fullana

et al., 2016; Kaczkurkin et al., 2017; Morey et al., 2015), with SN

regions demonstrating generalization gradients entailing higher

activation as stimuli increase in similarity to CS+. Hyperactivation

of the SN regions has been proposed to underlie the often‐observed

persistent and exaggerated threat responses in patients with PTSD,

even in the presence of safety cues (Jovanovic et al., 2012; Liberzon

& Abelson, 2016). Third, the hippocampus also shows distinct

patterns of activation and repetition suppression effects suggestive

of pattern separation versus completion by different hippocampal

subregions (Dimsdale‐Zucker et al., 2018; Schlichting et al., 2015;

Yassa & Stark, 2011). Finally, research has also shown that while SN

regions demonstrate generalization gradients entailing higher activa-

tion as stimuli increase in similarity to CS+, DMN regions and the

anterior hippocampus demonstrate the converse pattern (Webler

et al., 2021). Taken together, the aforementioned findings suggest

that a concert of activity in the hippocampus and vmPFC is needed to

effectively encode and retrieve the needed information for discrimi-

nating between stimuli, which would then inform the valence of the

experience and an appropriate expression of fear through the SN

(Webler et al., 2021). Activity differences in these neural circuits have

also been noted using resting state MRI comparing PTSD and

controls (Koch et al., 2016; Zandvakili et al., 2020; Zilcha‐Mano

et al., 2020).

While deficits in pattern separation have been hypothesized as a

central characteristic of PTSD (Kheirbek et al., 2012), to our

knowledge, no study to date has examined the specificity of this

deficit—whether it is a general one, pertaining to any differentiation

between two patterns, or whether it is specific to situations involving

aversive or affectively intense valence. Here, we examined group

differences between PTSD and non‐PTSD controls (trauma‐exposed

and nontrauma‐exposed) in behavioral discrimination, testing poten-

tially differential responses to an emotionally neutral and an

emotionally aversive discrimination task. We also explored the

associations between behavioral discrimination performance on each

task and resting‐state functional connectivity (rsFC) patterns, focus-

ing on brain networks and structures implicated in assigning fear

valence to stimuli and fear discrimination processes, as well as

possible associations between rsFC patterns and PTSD status (PTSD

vs. control groups). Since the emotionally‐neutral task was not

performed in the scanner, we employed rsFC for this investigation to

permit a more comparable examination and differentiation of brain
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networks associated with discrimination performance on each task.

RsFC may be relevant to task performance as it likely taps into an

intrinsic brain network architecture conserved across many types of

fMRI tasks (Cole et al., 2014; Elliott et al., 2019), such that rsFC may

index individual differences in neurocognition relevant to either task.

Moreover, rsFC associated with task performance often has a strong

convergence with task associations to task‐based fMRI activation or

functional connectivity (Cole et al., 2016; Mennes et al., 2010; Zou

et al., 2013).

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

One‐hundred and eight participants (33 patients with PTSD, 43 TEC,

32 HC; see Table 1 for demographics and clinical characteristics)

completed the study protocol. The three groups were matched on

age, sex, ethnic origin, and education, stratified by sex. Trauma

exposure was defined as experiencing a traumatic event that met the

DSM‐5 PTSD Criterion A (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).

Subjects were recruited by local advertisements, websites, and word‐

of‐mouth referrals and evaluated at the Anxiety Disorders Clinic/

New York State Psychiatric Institute. For more information see

Supporting Information.

2.2 | Behavioral tasks

2.2.1 | Emotionally neutral discrimination task

Pattern discrimination was assessed with the computer‐based

Modified Benton Task (Brickman et al., 2014). In each trial (42 trials

in total) participants were asked to memorize a Lissajous‐figure that

was presented on screen for 10 s. A Lissajous‐figure is a sinusoidal

curve derived in a mathematically controlled manner, with figures

differing in the number of horizontal and vertical nodes (see

Supporting Information: Figure 1 for stimuli examples). After a delay

of 1 s participants were asked to choose the previously presented

figure out of two figures of the same Lissajous‐order (42 trials;

42 match and 42 foil images). For each participant, the percentage of

correct figure matches was calculated.

2.2.2 | Emotionally aversive discrimination task

The threat discrimination task (Kaczkurkin et al., 2017; Lissek

et al., 2008) consisted of a string of colored crosshairs presented

within a series of circles varying in size. The shock‐reinforced CS+

was represented by the biggest or smallest of the circles (counter-

balanced across participants). Three additional circles of different

sizes, ranging between the smallest and biggest circles, served as the

generalization stimuli (GS1, GS2, and GS3 the closest resembling the

CS+), which were presented in the absence of shock. If the biggest

circle was the CS+, then the smallest served as the unreinforced

oCS−, and vice versa. An additional V shaped CS− (vCS−) was

included as a noncircular control stimulus (see Supporting Informa-

tion: Figure 2 for stimuli). Participants were instructed to continu-

ously monitor the stream of colored crosshairs and rate their

perceived level of risk for shock as quickly as possible following

each red cross. For half of CS/GS trials, one of five crosshairs was

red, and the remaining trials included no red crosshairs. Finally,

self‐reported anxiety to CS+, oCS−, and vCS− were retrospectively

assessed following the pre‐acquisition, acquisition, and generalization

phases using a 10‐point scale. The behavioral risk rating indicated

valence learning by those who rated the vCS− higher in risk than CS+

during task‐related risk rating or the post‐task questionnaire (analysis

excluded nonlearner participants) leaving 88/110 (80%) of partici-

pants with usable behavioral data. Additional details about this task

are reported in the Supporting Information. For the purpose of this

study, comparing performance on the two emotionally different

discriminations tasks (the Modified Benton Task and the threat

discrimination task), we collected and analyzed the behavioral data.

TABLE 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics of study
participants

HC (n = 32) TEC (n = 43) PTSD (n = 33)

Age 35.5 (11.5) 37.4 (11.6) 36.0 (13.6)

Gender (% M) 15 (45.5%) 24 (59.8%) 23 (69.7%)

Race

Caucasian 11 (34.4%) 10 (23.2%) 11 (33.3%)

Black 17 (53.1%) 24 (55.8%) 15 (45.5%)

Asian 0 (0.0%) 4 (9.3%) 2 (6.1%)

NA/PI 3 (9.4%) 5 (11.6%) 4 (12.1%)

Other 1 (3.31%) 1 (2.3%) 1 (3.0%)

Ethnicity (% Hispanic/
Latinx)

5 (15.6%) 11 (25.6%) 9 (27.3%)

Years of education 15.2 (3.9) 14.1 (3.2) 13.8 (4.4)

Major depressive

disorder (% yes)

0 (0%) 0 (0%) 11 (33.3%)

Persistent depressive
disorder (% yes)

0 (0%) 0 (0%) 11 (33.3%)

Anxiety disorder
(% yes)

0 (0%) 2 (4.7%) 9 (27.3%)

CAPS 0.0 (0.0) 6.5 (7.7) 35.1 (9.7)

HAM‐D 0.4 (0.8) 3.0 (4.2) 13.4 (6.8)

HAM‐A 0.2 (0.5) 3.4 (4.9) 15.6 (8.1)

Abbreviations: CAPS, Clinician‐Administered PTSD Scale; HAM‐A,
Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety; HAM‐D, Hamilton Rating Scale for

Depression; HC, Healthy Control; NA/PI, Native American or Pacific
Islander; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; TEC, trauma‐exposed
control.
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2.3 | Data analysis

2.3.1 | Behavioral and clinical data

All nonimaging analyses were conducted within the R computing

environment (R Core Team, 2021). Linear mixed effects model

analyses were conducted using the R packages lme4 (Bates

et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). Control covariates

in all regressions included age and sex.

2.3.2 | Modified Benton task analyses

Linear regressions were used to predict participants' accuracy

(percentage) on the task based on clinical group membership.

2.3.3 | Threat generalization task analyses

Linear mixed effects models were used to predict participants' risk

ratings during the Threat Discrimination task based on clinical group

membership. Two levels of random effects on risk ratings were

specified: a random intercept for each run of the task (early vs. late

generalization; Level 2), nested within a random intercept for the

participant's overall risk ratings on the task (Level 3). Individual risk

ratings (Level 1) were nested within this random effect structure.

Response to each stimulus was assigned a stimulus number

reflecting the stimulus' degree of similarity to the original threat CS+

in ascending order, ranging from “0” assigned to the safety stimulus

vCS− to the target threat stimulus CS+ labeled a “5.” Performance on

the task was analyzed through examining the interaction between

predictors and the stimulus number, indicating differences in how

quickly risk is assigned to a stimulus as a function of its resemblance

to the threat stimulus CS+. As such, the basic model included fixed

terms of session number (i.e., the linear slope term) and the square of

session number (i.e., the quadratic slope term).

2.4 | Resting‐state functional connectivity
acquisition, data preparation, and analyses

2.4.1 | Acquisition and data preparation

One hundred and eight participants were scanned using either a 3T

General Electric MR750 (n = 74) or a 3T General Electric PREMIER

(n = 36; GE Medical Systems) equipped with a 32‐channel receive‐

only head coil was used. For each participant a high‐resolution T1‐

weighted 3D BRAVO sequence was acquired using the following

parameter: T1 = 450mm, Flip angle = 12°, field of view = 25.6 cm,

256 × 256 matrix, slice thickness = 1mm. T2*‐weighted echo‐planar

images (EPIs) depicting the blood‐oxygen‐level‐dependent (BOLD)

were acquired for each participant with TR = 1.3 s, TE = 28 msec,

FA = 60°, FOV = 19.2 cm, number of slices = 27, slice thickness = 4

mm. For each participant, 6 min of resting state scanning was

acquired. A head cushion was used to limit head motion.

All resting state MRI images were preprocessed using MATLAB

version R2020a (The MathWorks, Inc.) and statistical parametric mapping

software (SPM12; Welcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL).

Preprocessing steps can be found in the Supporting Information.

2.4.2 | Neuroimaging analyses

region of interest (ROI)‐to‐ROI connectivity analysis was performed

using CONN Functional Connectivity toolbox v13 (Whitfield‐Gabrieli

& Nieto‐Castanon, 2012). Band‐pass filtering with a frequency

window of 0.01 to 0.09 Hz was performed. All ROIs were defined

based on CONN's ICA analyses of the HCP data set of 497

participants. The mean BOLD time series was computed across all

voxels within each ROI. Bivariate‐regression analyses were used to

determine the linear association of the BOLD time series between

each seed ROI and all other target ROI for each participant. The

resultant correlation coefficients were transformed into z‐scores

using Fisher's transformation to satisfy normality assumptions.

ROI‐to‐ROI connectivity analysis was performed using ROIs identi-

fied as key nodes in three networks of interest: (a) a Central Executive

Network (CEN) component consisting of the left and right lateral

prefrontal cortex and left and right posterior parietal; (b) a Default Mode

Network (DMN) component consisting of the ventromedial prefrontal

cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, and the left and right angular gyrus; and

(c) a Salience Network (SN) component consisting of dorsal anterior

cingulate cortex, left and right anterior insula, left and right rostral

prefrontal cortex, and left and right supramarginal gyrus. Average within‐

and between‐ network connectivity of these three networks and each

other network was calculated. We also separately included amygdala and

hippocampus as ROIs (defined by Harvard‐Oxford subcortical Atlas)

involved in pattern completion/separation, threat, and emotional memo-

ries (Janak & Tye, 2015; Lisman et al., 2017), and furthermore calculated

the average connectivity between these regions and the above three

networks.

For our analyses concerning the relationships between the rsFC

and emotionally aversive versus emotionally neutral discrimination

tasks performance, we employed the Benjamini‐Hochberg correction

for the false discovery rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) within each

regression. These p values are reported as “adjusted” p values

throughout. Control covariates in all regressions included age, sex,

and scanner site to control for possible between‐scanner differences.

For statistically significant relations, we also report between‐scanner

findings separately in the Supporting Information.

2.4.3 | Association between the modified Benton
task and rsFC analyses

Linear regressions were used to predict participants' accuracy

(percentage) on the task based on clinical group membership and
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functional connectivity indices. We examined the relationships of

within‐ and between‐ network connectivity and performance on the

Modified Benton task, wherein between‐ and within‐connectivity

were analyzed within two separate linear regression models.

2.4.4 | Association between the threat
generalization task and rsFC analyses

Linear mixed effects models were used as described above to predict

participants' risk ratings related to rsFC during the Threat Discrimination

task based on clinical group membership and functional connectivity

indices. The basic model included fixed terms of session number (i.e., the

linear slope term) and the square of session number (i.e., the quadratic

slope term). Significant interactions between either slope term or a

predictor (e.g., rsFC value) indicated that participants exhibited differences

in how their risk ratings changed as a stimulus more resembled the threat

CS+ stimulus, as a function of a given predictor. We examined both the

relationships of within‐ and between‐ network connectivity and

performance on the Threat Discrimination task, wherein between‐ and

within‐connectivity were analyzed within two separate linear mixed

models. No within‐network results were statistically significant, and these

results are reported in the Supporting Information.

2.4.5 | Predicting PTSD status

Presence of PTSD was predicted using a logistic regression, wherein

being diagnosed with PTSD was coded as a “1.” Within‐ and

between‐network rsFC were examined in separate logistic regres-

sions as predictors.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Task performance and clinical status

3.1.1 | Emotionally neutral discrimination task
(modified Benton task)

Participants with PTSD did not differ in their performance on the

Modified Benton accuracy from the participants without PTSD

(B = 0.01 [95% CI: −0.04 to 0.05], t[105] = 0.36, p = .719, d = 0.10;

see Figure 1; see Supplemental Information: Figure 4 for score

distribution). There were no significant pairwise differences between

the individual groups (PTSD; HC; TEC; F[3,103] = 0.31, p = .817).

3.1.2 | Emotionally aversive discrimination task
(threat generalization task)

We examined differences between participants with and without

PTSD in terms of their linear slope of risk ratings (i.e., to what extent

do they make higher risk ratings as stimuli more resemble the threat

CS+) and their quadratic slopes, which reflects the extent to which

the slopes of risk ratings become more or less steep (or accelerate/

decelerate) as stimuli more resembled the threat CS+.

Participants with PTSD exhibited significantly different slopes of

change in risk compared to participants without PTSD (see Figure 2).

PTSD status significantly interacted with both the linear (B = 0.22

[95% CI: 0.09, 0.34], t[760] = 3.40, p < .001) and quadratic stimulus

number terms (B = ‐0.04 [95% CI: −0.06, −0.01], t[760] = −2.93,

p = .004), such that participants with PTSD had a stronger linear slope

component and a weaker quadratic component. Overall, compared to

controls, patients with PTSD displayed more linear increases in risk

ratings as the stimulus increased in resemblance to the CS+.

Moreover, while participants without PTSD showed steeper

increases in risk ratings only as the stimulus increased in resemblance

to the CS+ (i.e., they only began to make higher risk ratings for the

more similar vs. less similar stimuli), participants with PTSD showed

more linear slopes.‡

There were also significant pairwise differences in slopes of risk

ratings between groups (F[3,760] = 4.48, p = .004 linear; F

[3,760] = 3.54, p = .015 quadratic). Specifically, PTSD participants

differed from trauma‐exposed healthy controls (B = 0.18 [95% CI:

0.04, 0.33], t[760] = 2.47, p = .014 linear; B = −0.03 [95% CI: −0.00,

−0.06], t[760] = 2.16, p = .031 quadratic) and healthy controls

(B = 0.28 [95% CI: 0.13, 0.43], t[760]=3.54, p < .001 linear;

B = −0.05 [95% CI: −0.08, −0.02], t[760] = −3.15, p = .003 quadratic),

showing stronger linear and weaker quadratic slope components (see

Supporting Information: Figure 3 for PTSD compared to other

groups).

3.2 | Resting‐state functional connectivity

3.2.1 | Emotionally neutral discrimination task
(modified Benton task)

Echoing the behavioral results described above, no rsFC patterns

between included networks/regions significantly predicted accuracy

on the Modified Benton task (see Table 2).

3.2.2 | Emotionally aversive discrimination task
(threat generalization task)

After correction for multiple comparisons, three between‐networks

rsFC pathways predicted the steepness of linear slopes of risk ratings

(see Supporting Information: Figure 5). Lower rsFC amygdala‐DMN

(B = −0.17 [95 CI: −0.27, −0.07], t[759] = −3.36, p < .001, adjusted

‡In a supplemental analysis (see Supporting Information), we also examined which risk

ratings for individual stimuli differed significantly between participants with versus without

PTSD, and which generalization stimuli (GS1, 2, 3) were significantly different from the

conditioned ring‐shaped safety stimulus (oCS−).
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p = .005), DMN‐SN (B = ‐0.23 [95% CI: −0.37, −0.09], t[757] = −3.24,

p = .001, adjusted p = .005), and hippocampus‐SN (B = −0.19 [−0.32,

−0.06], t[759] = −2.79, p = .005, adjusted p = .017) predicted steeper

linear increases in risk ratings as the stimulus increased in resem-

blance to the CS+ (see Table 3 for all pathways). None of the

pathways that significantly related to linear slopes of risk ratings also

interacted significantly with the quadratic slope term (ps > .5).

For rsFC pathways significantly predicting risk rating slopes, we

examined whether PTSD status moderated the relationship between

these pathways. The relationship between the hippocampus‐SN

pathway and linear risk rating slopes was significantly moderated by

presence of PTSD (B = −0.32 [95% CI: −0.59, −0.05], t[755] = −2.33,

p = .020; see Figure 3). Among participants without PTSD, there was

no relationship between hippocampus‐SN rsFC and linear risk rating

slopes (B = −0.05 [95% CI: −0.19, 0.08], t[755] = −0.75, p = .457). By

contrast, among participants with PTSD, a higher hippocampus‐SN

rsFC was related to a relatively less steep risk slope (B = −0.37 [95%

CI: −0.61, −0.14], t[755] = −3.13, p = .002). However, there was no

moderation by PTSD status of either the amygdala‐DMN (B = −0.00

[95% CI: −0.22, 0.22], t[754] = −0.02, p = .983) or DMN‐SN

F IGURE 1 Percentage correct figure matches on the emotionally neutral discrimination/Modified Benton task per group. HC, healthy
control; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; TEHC, trauma‐exposed health control. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals for mean
performance within group. Participants did not differ on performance (% correct vs. incorrect matches) on the emotionally neutral discrimination
task as a function of their clinical group (F[3,103] = 0.31, p = .817).

F IGURE 2 Emotionally aversive discrimination task performance as a function of PTSD status. vCS−, V‐shaped conditioned safety signal;
oCS−, ring‐shaped conditioned safety signal; GS1‐3, generalization stimuli, higher numbers more resemble CS+, CS+, aversive conditioned
stimulus. Bars are 95% confidence intervals for between‐group estimates of risk ratings for a given stimulus. Dotted lines illustrate deviations
from a linear slope. Patients with PTSD exhibited significantly different linear (p < .001) and quadratic (p = .004) slopes of change in risk rating as
stimuli more closely resembled the conditioned aversive stimulus compared to other participants. On an individual level, stimuli GS1 (p = .012),
GS2 (p = .015), and GS3 (p = .005) were given significantly greater risk scores by patients with PTSD relative to other participants.
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relationships (B = 0.27 [95% CI: −0.10, 0.63], t[755] = 1.43, p = .154)

to linear risk rating slopes.

3.2.3 | Clinical status

Several between‐network connectivity patterns were potentially

related to PTSD status. In particular, higher rsFC amygdala‐DMN

(log odds = −6.56 [95%CI: −12.07, −1.05], Z = −2.33, p = .020,

adjusted p = .090) and hippocampus‐SN rsFC (log odds = −7.74

[95% CI: −13.91, −1.56], Z = −2.46, p = .014, adjusted p = .090)

predicted less frequency of PTSD status, while higher amygdala‐SN

rsFC predicted greater frequency of PTSD status (log odds = 5.51

[95% CI: 0.16, 10.86], Z = 2.02, p = .043, adjusted p = .129; see

Table 4 for all results). However, these results were not significant

after statistical correction for multiple comparisons.

4 | DISCUSSION

In the present study, participants with and without PTSD (trauma‐

exposed and healthy controls) completed an emotionally neutral

complex shape discrimination task, as well as an emotionally aversive

discrimination task. Findings showed that patients with PTSD

performed as well as trauma‐exposed and healthy controls on the

emotionally neutral discrimination task, but exhibited discrimination

deficits on the emotionally aversive discrimination task. Echoing

these behavioral results, rsFC patterns did not predict emotionally

neutral discrimination task performance, but were predictive of

performance on the emotionally aversive discrimination task.

Specifically, behavioral results on this task were associated with

lower amygdala‐DMN, DMN‐SN, and hippocampus‐SN rsFC, which

further predicted both steeper linear slopes of risk ratings on the task

and, at a trend level following statistical correction, having a PTSD

diagnosis.

Our findings suggest that difficulties discriminating between

similar visual stimuli only manifest among patients with PTSD

when faced with affectively threatening situations. If deficits in

more basic visual discrimination functions were responsible for

overgeneralized threat responding among PTSD patients, it is

likely that behavioral differences between groups would have

TABLE 2 Accuracy on the Modified Benton task as predicted by
between‐networks/region functional connectivity

Connectivity path
Semipartial r
with accuracy p Value

Adjusted
p Value

Amygdala‐CEN −0.15 .137 .457

Amygdala‐DMN 0.16 .104 .457

Amygdala‐hippocampus 0.10 .288 .576

Amygdala‐SN −0.06 .529 .688

CEN‐DMN 0.02 .822 .822

CEN‐hippocampus 0.11 .244 .576

CEN‐SN −0.06 .529 .688

DMN‐hippocampus −0.19 .050 .457

DMN‐SN −0.06 .550 .688

Hippocampus‐SN −0.03 .739 .821

Note: Relationships between functional connectivity pathways and
Modified Benton task accuracy was examined in a linear regression
including all listed pathways, controlling for age, gender, and scanner site.
Semipartial correlations are reported. Adjusted p Values reflect a

Benjamini‐Hochberg correction for the false discovery rate.

Abbreviations: CEN, central executive network; DMN, default mode
network; SN, salience network.

TABLE 3 Slopes of change in risk
rating (stimulus number 0–5) as predicted
by between‐networks/region functional
connectivity

Connectivity path B linear slope [95% CI]
Standardized
beta p Value

Adjusted p
Value

Amygdala‐CEN −0.01 [−0.13, 0.10] −.01 .803 .870

Amygdala‐DMN −0.17 [−0.27, −0.07] −.06 <.001 .005

Amygdala‐hippocampus 0.01 [−0.07, 0.08] .00 .862 .870

Amygdala‐SN 0.01 [−0.10, 0.13] .01 .815 .870

CEN‐DMN −0.01 [−0.11, 0.10] −.00 .870 .870

CEN‐hippocampus −0.05 [−0.17, 0.07] −.02 .428 .713

CEN‐SN −0.07 [−0.21, 0.06] −.02 .295 .593

DMN‐hippocampus −0.10 [−0.19, −0.01] −.04 .028 .070

DMN‐SN −0.23 [−0.37, −0.09] −.07 .001 .005

Hippocampus‐SN −0.19 [−0.32, −0.06] −.06 .005 .017

Note: Slopes were analyzed in a linear mixed model including all listed pathways, controlling for age,
gender, and scanner site. Adjusted p Values reflect a Benjamini‐Hochberg correction for the false
discovery rate.

Abbreviations: CEN, central executive network; DMN, default mode network.
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also emerged on the emotionally neutral task. By contrast, and in

line with previous studies (Kaczkurkin et al., 2017; Webler

et al., 2021), we observed overgeneralized threat responding on

the emotionally aversive task among participants with PTSD.

While performance on this task also requires visual discrimina-

tion, here one needs to also learn which stimuli were associated

with a shock. Following the present study, which directly

compared nonemotion and emotionally aversive discrimination

in PTSD, future research can reveal more fine‐grained mecha-

nisms by which patients with PTSD experience overgeneralized

threat by directly comparing emotionally aversive discrimination

with other emotionally relevant discrimination contexts, such as

reward learning, which may be disrupted in PTSD, either

generally, or particularly when avoiding trauma cues (Seidemann

et al., 2021; Weaver et al., 2020).

Our rsFC‐based findings of the emotionally aversive discrimina-

tion task demonstrated that lower (i.e., more negative/anticorrelated)

amygdala‐DMN, DMN‐SN, and hippocampus‐SN rsFC each predicted

higher risk ratings as stimuli increased in resemblance to the CS+,

mirroring the behavioral findings of patients with PTSD. Lesion

studies in mammals suggest that the hippocampus is obligate for

most forms of fear conditioning to context (e.g., Antoniadis &

McDonald, 2000), and in humans both general mnemonic and fear

generalization tasks performed in‐scanner suggest that the hippo-

campus is critical for pattern separation allowing for accurate

discrimination between stimuli (Nash et al., 2021;Webler et al., 2021).

Higher rsFC between the hippocampus‐SN may reflect heightened

discrimination supported by the hippocampus (Rolls, 2013; Yassa &

Stark, 2011), functioning to moderate the degree to which a similar,

but non‐CS+, stimulus is evaluated as a threat by SN regions. In

F IGURE 3 Moderation of the relationship between Hippocampus‐Salience Network resting‐state functional connectivity and linear risk
rating slopes on the emotional discrimination task. rsFC, resting‐state functional connectivity. The relationship between the hippocampus‐SN
pathway and linear risk rating slopes was significantly moderated by presence of PTSD (p = .020). Among participants without PTSD, there was
no relationship between hippocampus‐SN rsFC and linear risk rating slopes (p = .457). By contrast, among participants with PTSD, a higher (i.e.,
more positive) hippocampus‐SN rsFC was related to a relatively less steep risk slope (p = .002).

TABLE 4 Association between PTSD
status and between‐networks/region
functional connectivity

Connectivity path Log odds [95% CI] p Value Adjusted p Value

Amygdala‐CEN 2.96 [−1.46, 7.39] .189 .425

Amygdala‐DMN −6.56 [−12.07, −1.05] .020 .090

Amygdala‐hippocampus 0.99 [−1.69, 3.66] .469 .704

Amygdala‐SN 5.51 [0.16, 10.86] .043 .129

CEN‐DMN −0.81 [−5.57, 3.94] .737 .807

CEN‐hippocampus 0.78 [−3.97, 5.53] .748 .807

CEN‐SN −0.70 [−6.36, 4.95] .807 .807

DMN‐hippocampus −1.99 [−6.52, 2.54] .390 .702

DMN‐SN −0.95 [−7.05, 5.14] .759 .807

Hippocampus‐SN −7.34 [−13.91, −1.56] .014 .090

Note: Relationships between functional connectivity pathways and PTSD status were examined in a
logistic regression including all listed pathways, controlling for age, sex, and scanner site. Adjusted p

Values reflect a Benjamini‐Hochberg correction for the false discovery rate.

Abbreviations: CEN, central executive network; DMN, default mode network.
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addition, patients with PTSD (but not controls), who generally had

diminished hippocampus‐SN connectivity, were able to exhibit more

accurate emotionally aversive discrimination inasmuch as they

exhibited relatively stronger hippocampus‐SN connectivity. This

pattern provides further evidence for a mechanism by which

hippocampus‐mediated discrimination modulates the SN that may

be overly active or sensitized among patients with PTSD (Zilcha‐

Mano et al., 2020).

On the other hand, positive amygdala‐DMN and DMN‐SN rsFC

may promote more accurate performance in emotionally aversive

discrimination via the DMN's involvement in employing personal/

environmental context (e.g., memories of the conditioning) to

construct discrete emotional experiences, incorporating affective

signals (e.g., fear) from the amygdala and SN (Satpute &

Lindquist, 2019). DMN activation is generally anticorrelated with

networks associated with fear processing, and it also increases with

safety learning (Marstaller et al., 2017; Webler et al., 2021),

suggesting that the DMN may be involved in generating safety

signals through contextualization, limiting overgeneralization of fear.

Our findings are consistent with a perspective that the DMN may

regulate amygdala/SN activity subserving fear generalization

(Marstaller et al., 2017). Alternatively, this may reflect modulation

of amygdala‐based fear by the vmPFC (a DMN component). Overall,

a reduced amygdala‐DMN and DMN‐SN rsFC, in concert with

reduced hippocampus‐SN rsFC, among patients with PTSD implicates

an emotionally aversive discrimination system biased toward bottom‐

up, overly sensitive, and relatively nonspecific processing. This

processing deficit is less modulated by neural systems serving to

refine pattern detection, such as top‐down regulation from the DMN

and core discrimination functions of the hippocampus.

Our results suggest that similar rsFC patterns, characterizing

diminished performance on the emotionally aversive discrimination

task, may also predict PTSD. Results revealed that compared with

controls, at a trend level following statistical correction for multiple

comparisons, patients with PTSD showed lower amygdala‐DMN and

hippocampus‐SN connectivity. These findings are in accordance with a

growing body of research identifying DMN and SN rsFC as distinguish-

ing patients with PTSD from both trauma‐exposed and unexposed

healthy controls (Koch et al., 2016; Zandvakili et al., 2020; Zilcha‐Mano

et al., 2020). Heightened amygdala‐SN rsFC observed in patients with

PTSD may be due to diminished input from top‐down regulatory inputs

from the prefrontal cortex (e.g., the vmPFC, part of the amygdala‐DMN

pathway), or from the hippocampus. The rsFC differences between

patients with PTSD and controls may reflect neurobiological signatures

of PTSD following exposure to trauma (e.g., sensitization of the SN), or a

premorbid vulnerability (e.g., emotionally aversive discrimination deficits)

influencing likelihood of developing PTSD after trauma. Considering

from a therapeutic standpoint, PTSD interventions encouraging

discrimination/separation may be reflected in relative increases in

intrinsic rsFC of the above‐noted pathways. Examining the covariance

and temporality of changes in PTSD symptoms, emotionally aversive

discrimination performance, and network rsFC in clinical trials may

further elucidate the mechanisms of successful PTSD treatments, and

perhaps pinpoint which patients may benefit from specific interventions

modulating these neural networks (Neria, 2021).

Several limitations are worth noting. First, accuracy on the

emotionally neutral discrimination task was relatively high (mean

83.8%) potentially reflecting a ceiling effect (see Supporting

Information: Figure 4 for histogram). Employing a more difficult task

might have revealed a different pattern of findings. Second, due to

concerns for participant burden and discomfort we could only do the

emotionally aversive task within the scanner. Therefore, the two

tasks were performed in different settings (emotionally aversive task

in‐scanner vs. emotionally neutral task out‐of‐scanner), which may

have affected the comparability of performance across the two tasks.

We did not think it would be interpretable to employ activation maps

generated by one task (emotionally aversive) but not the other

(emotionally neutral). However, the rsFC networks associated with

task performance on the emotionally aversive task converge with

those activated during fMRI task performance in fear learning and

discrimination paradigms reported in the literature (summarized in

Webler et al., 2021). Third, for both the amygdala and hippocampus,

our ROIs encompassed the whole structure and did not distinguish

between subregions, while both animal and human work has

suggested differential roles for subregions in mediating fear/anxiety

and memory (Adhikari et al., 2015; Duncan & Schlichting, 2018;

Jimenez et al., 2018; Lazarov et al., 2017). However, our

hippocampus‐SN analysis showed no subregion‐specific pathway

driven by anterior or posterior hippocampus (see Supporting

Information), which have been found to have clinically important

differences in PTSD (Lazarov et al., 2017; Suarez‐Jimenez et al., 2020).

This could primarily be due to the relatively small sample of this

study, which lowered the study's power to find group differences in

such small areas. Larger samples could examine more fine‐grained

amygdala/hippocampus ROIs—or regions of the DMN/SN—to under-

stand more precisely the neural mechanisms involved in PTSD and its

impacts on emotionally aversive discrimination.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that deficits in

emotionally aversive—but not emotionally neutral—discrimination

may be specific to threat in PTSD. Heightened connectivity between

brain networks supporting ascribing threat to stimuli, and discrimi-

nating between similar stimuli, may protect against over‐response

and attribution of danger to CS−, and thus potentially PTSD.
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